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The world's first and most
powerful multiplayer and
point-to-point tactical war

game! Battle online against
computer or human

opponents, and take down
your enemies with deadly
accuracy. Manage every

aspect of the battlefield, from
commanding units to
purchasing items, and

perform devastating special
attacks. Gain respect from
your enemies and use the
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Arbitrary Units system to win
at any cost. A new era of war!

Designed by UbiSoft, the
creative minds behind the
Duke Nukem and Shadow
series, BattleZone 2 is the
original online multiplayer

war game. With a fast-paced
action gameplay and a steep
learning curve, you're sure to

be a pro within seconds.
BattleZone 2 on the PC

delivers both single and multi-
player online gameplay as

well as network multi-player
via BattleZone.net. Expand
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your gaming experiences with
state-of-the-art graphics, a
diverse selection of vehicle

types, and rich sound-effects.
- Free Download BattleZone 2
Demo version - Note: Please

be aware that the demo
version of the game has no

persistent save game feature.
BattleZone 2 supports all

platforms: Windows, Linux,
and Mac. and has been
released under the GNU
General Public License. ..

Features 1. Fast-paced action
gameplay. Command a large
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army to infiltrate enemy
territory. 2. Free your mind
with a steep learning curve.
Learn at your own pace with
unlimited gameplay and a

flexible gameplay system. 3.
Fully customizable gameplay,
with more than 50 different

units and 20 different weapon
types. 4. Authentic ARB
military experience with
genuine historical flavor,

punctuated by a tongue-in-
cheek sense of humor. 5.
Entirely unique gameplay

that keeps you interested in
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the outcome of each battle.
6. Free online multi-player
over BattleZone.net. Play
with friends or find new

opponents from around the
world. 7. Highly detailed,

game-like world with dozens
of locations and numerous
buildings. 8. Massive new

weapon and vehicle system
with more than 100 weapon
types and 15 vehicle classes.

9. A highly customizable,
richly detailed world with

more than 500,000 sprites on
screen. 10. State of the art
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graphics, many of which have
never been seen before in an

online RTS. 11. Deep
gameplay allowing you to

custom-build, research and
c6a93da74d
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